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Mr Green is the ÖTILLÖ Swimrun World Series betting partner 
 
Awards winning for their green gaming efforts Mr Green has the target set to reclaim the position as the most 
responsible gaming operator in the industry. This high ambition of offering the healthiest gaming experience in 
the industry is what attracted one of the most extreme sport events in the world - the ÖTILLÖ Swimrun World 
Series - to the operator when looking for the perfect betting partner for the events. 
 
Jesper Kärrbrink, CEO of Mr Green Ltd made the following comments; “Mr Green has always been about offering a 
thrilling happening, a break from the mundane and a superior gaming experience in a responsible environment. 
We love challenges and right now we have set out an ambitious goal to reclaim the position as the most 
responsible operator in the industry.” 
 
“Mr Green is well known in the industry as the adventurous gentleman of online gaming and the ÖTILLÖ races 
are some of the most exciting and challenging races around so of course Mr Green was excited to be part of 
this series. Just like at Mr Green’s casino - the ÖTILLÖ Swimrun World Series is more about an adventurous 
experience – still there is a big reward for the team winning each race within the world series. We are thrilled 
to have the opportunity to offer this amazing race to our sportsbook players.” 
 
Michael Lemmel, Race Director & Founder of Swimrun commented on the collaboration; “As an emerging 
sport with a growing number of events and with a ranking system we are very glad to join up with the most 
responsible gaming company to offer something fun to our audience.” 
 
 
Read more about the event on Mr Green’s blog: 
https://blog.mrgreen.com/int/sportsbook/perfect-partners/  
 
Find your odds for the event on Mr Greens Sportsbook: 
https://casino.mrgreen.com/en-US/bet#filter/otillo_swimrun  
 
 
For further information: 
Jesper Kärrbrink, CEO, Mr Green Ltd 
Jesper.Karrbrink@mrgreen.com 
+356 99 100 139 
 
 
Mr Green Ltd is an online gaming company that offers online casino, sportsbook and live casino. Mr Green is an award-
winning casino operator, named IGA Operator of the Year three consecutive years 2013, 2014, 2015, Mobile Operator of 
the Year 2016 and Online Gaming Operator of the Year 2017. Mr Green Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary to Mr Green & Co 
AB which is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm's main list. 
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